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Econoraic justification is a major factor to be considered in 
deciding whether an irrigation project. should be authorized. A 
coIOL1on technique used in determining economic justification is to 
compare the benefits and costs of development. The benefits are of 
two types,direct and indirect. The direct benefits of irrigation 
are defined by the Bureau of .Reclamation as the value of t�e increase 
in agricultural production or of the decrease in agricultural operat­
ing costs resulting from the project. l/ The indirect benefits are 
defined as the benefits that accrue to the secondnry activities 
stemming from or induced by the project, such a.s the industries tho.t 
process, distribute, or consume the products of the project and such 
as the activities that supply·the project area with goods and 
services. 2./ 
Direct benefits and costs to farmers are measured by the develop­
ment and expansion ot f'arm b'ijdgets for the area under study. Ind:f,rect 
benefits also need to be taken into consideration in order that o. 
more complete 3Valuation can be- made. 
An important pnrt of' such indirect benefits accrues to business 
enterprises of the proposed area. in the form of stimulnted business 
activity. Thus o.n estimate of the extent or such business expansion 
is necessary in order to evaluate the benefits derived therefrom. 
l/ Economic Evaluation of Federal Hater Resource Development 
.frgjecM, Report to the Committee on Public· Works, House o:f' Repre­
sentatives, from tho Subcommittee to stUdy ivil Uorks ., Eighty­
second CongTess, Second Session, December 5, 1952, p. 9. 
2/ IbiQi, p. J.A.. 
2 
CH.i\PTER I 
I NI'RODUCT ION 
Commercial activity in an economy that· is prcdomin."'.ntly agricul­
tur�l is very sensitive to changes in farming conditions. It is 
generally agreed by businessmen in agricultural areas that the success 
of their business operation is ln.rgely dependent upon the number and 
prosperity of farlilers in their trade areas. For this reason business­
men often encourage proposals to increase the number of fcrms in their 
trade areas and support meusurcs designed to improve the economic 
position of farmers. 
In South Dakota, where ra.infcll is considered a limiting factor 
in agricultural production, considerable interest has been ta.ken in 
irrigation as a oec�s for increasing fai--m income. One of the largest 
proposed areas for irrigation in this state is the Oahe Irri�ation 
Unit located in the cast central section. Hith the devclop111ent of 
this unit one could expect the agricultural economy to expand. 
Consequently, the commercial economy within and near the area would 
also be stimulo.ted. 
In this study an attempt is made to estimate the extent of such 
business expansion from the development o� the Oahe Unit. The major 
portion of the report deals with tho methods �sed in arriving nt au.ch 
e stimq.te s. 
Econotlic justification is a major factor to be considered in 
deciding whether an irrigation project should be authorized. A 
comruon technique used in determining economic justification is to 
compare the benefits and costs of development. The benefits are of 
two types,direct and indirect. The direct benefits of irrigation 
are defined by the Bureau or Reclamation as the value of th_e increase 
in agricultural production or of the decrease in agricultural operat­
ing costs resulting from the project. l/ The indirect benefits are 
defined as the benefits that accrue to the secondo.ry activities 
stemming from or induced by the project, such as the industries that 
process, distribute, or consume the products or the project and such 
as the activities 1;.hat supply· the project area with goods and 
services. g./ 
2 
Direct benefits and costs to farmers are measured by the develop­
ment and expansion ot farm bltdgets for the area under study. Indirect 
benefits also need to be taken into consideration in ordor that a 
moro cQlJlpJ,.ete 3Valuation can be made. 
An important po.rt of such indirect benefits accrues to business 
enterprises or tho proposed area. in the form of stimulo.ted business 
activity. Thus o.n estimate of the extent of such business expansion 
is necessary in order to evaluate the benefits derived therefrom. 
l/ Economic Evgluation of Federal Hater Resource Development 
h:Qject§, Report to the Committee on Public· Works, House of Repre­
sentatives, from tho Subcommittee to study Civil Horks, Eighty­
second Cong-ress, Second Session, December 5, 1952, p. 9. 
2/ Ibirl!,, p. ]A. 
B . I!Y1 Purpose · 
The objective of this ·study is to estimate the commercial expan­
sion that may be expected as a result of irrigation development of the 
Oahe Unit . 
Commercial expansion as a consequence of irrigation is limited in 
this report to e stimates of the effect that such development might have 
on the dollar volume of selected types  of retail, wholesale, industrial, 
and service establishments. 
This objective was pursued under a cooperative agreement between 
the Bureau of Reclruno.tion and South Dakota State Collog� . The Econ­
omics and Repayment Section of the Bureau or Reelo.mation District Office , 
Huron, South Dakota, and the Agricultural Economics Department of South 
Dakota state College ,,ere responsible for carrying on the work. 
C .  Review QI_ Literature 
Studies attempting to determine commercial expansion from irrigation, 
or from any other type of economic development, are few in number , Most 
of the studies arc historical in mture 1 showing what has happened ratl:x?r 
than what is apt to occur from development . Furthermore, ma:rzy- of the 
historical studies do not attempt to separate nnd evaluate the effects 
that the various factors contributing to�ards an economic change have. 
had on the development. 
Through the use of multipliers some progress hns b�en made in the 
direction or predicting selected economic changes srising from parti­
cular developments in S¥ch fields as population, income, employment, 
ahd foreign trade . 
4 
A historical analysis of indirect ben�fits re sulting from irriga­
tion development has been made and pre sented in a report by N. E. 1-Iarts .  
His study o f  the Payette Area· measures tho benefits in terms of net income . 
Marts compare s direct benefits with indirect benefits . In the direct he 
includes benefits from net farm income , government payments to farmers, 
and farm wages, while in the indirect he takes into account ·benefits 
from off-farm entreprenenrioJ. . . inc.ome·i _ labor income and property income .  
From such a comparison he concludes that for every 01 .00 of net income 
accruing to the farm segment of the local population, the non-farm 
population realizes {}1 . 27 ,  2/ 
A significant differenc e  between the' Payette Area and the Oahe 
Area is that before irrigation development of the Payette Area there 
was virtually no p9pulation other than a few people engaged in rail­
road _ and highway maintenance ,  while in the-: Qahe Area a well established 
agricultural economy is already in existence . 
F ,  K. Hax.mston, College of Commerce and Industry, University of 
llyoming, has prepo.red an unpublished report in which he presents a 
formula that may be used to sho't-1 the multiplying effect that additional 
income brought into an area might have o n  expenditures induced by such 
an increase in income . !J ------'--
JI Mart s,  H.  E , , An Experiment in�the l lel'l.surement of t� . Indirect 
Benefit�...Q.f:Jl'.r_igationJ-,., �.Y.�!&-�.Ido.tg_·, A Report for Regional, Bureau 
or Reclamation, United State s �epartment of Interior, Boise ,  Idaho, 
1950, p. 38.  
/J Harmston, F .  K . ,  "Use of the Multiplier as  a 1-Ieasure of Indirect 
Benefit From Natural Re source Development , " Proceedings _ of th� Second 
fil¥lual Co���!l� n R��e-Deyelai?_��!'lt _Be�efits ,  Rural Sociology 
Department , South Dakota State College , Brookings ,  South Dakota., l�ril, 
1953, pp . 13-22. 
5 
Harmston states tho.t 11Usafulness of the multiplier as a measure of 
the indirec� benefits from natural resource development is dependent 
upon continued research, since it, in itself, . is a static measure. 
The use of models based upon BTowth studies of various communities 
could be very helpful in making applicn.tion under dyllOilic conditions 
possible . 11 5/ 
Alexander Joss, while working uith the Bureau of Jigrioultural 
Econot1ics, prepared a short articlo in which he poi'llted out some broad 
relationships from data pertaining to 11 Hostorn states, between 
nuraber of fn.rms and population . One interesting ralationship was 
that for each new farm davelcped an incr.ease of 9 ,  75 persons might 
be · expected. This multiplying fo.ctor was obto.ined by consideripg 
and expanding relo.tionsh'ips between existing farms and employed 
workers in agriculture, from employed workers in agriculture to 
workers in service occupations, o.nd from total employed workers to 
total population . Y 
Monte.no. State College .Agricultural Experiment Station in coopera­
tion with the Bureau of Pieclo.m.ation has also done work along the line 
of attempting to trace the income flow through an economy to show the 
multiplying effect in the processing and distribution of resources .  
An imentory report of tho commercial economy in tho Oahe kreo. in 
1949 was published by the Business Reseal"ch Bureau, University of 
South Do.koto., as preliminary material for this study. 1/ 
2/ I!?ig: , p. 20 . 
Y Jo ss , Alexander,  "Relation or Irrigation to Population., 11 Rural 
Sociology Volume 11, No . 1, lv!arch; 1946 . PP - 52-55. 2/ Thompson, John, Commercial Economy of the Oahe Area 194.2, Pro­
pared at the Busine ss Research Bureau, University of South Do.kota, in 
cooperation with the Bureo.u of Roclruno.tion, Department ot Interior, 1952. 
CHAPTER II 
THE O!i.HE .i\.RE.:\ 
The Oaho Irrigation Unit is an area or o.pproximately _ l, 742,000 
acres.  The eastern boundal'Y of this unit is the Jarnes River and the 
western boundary lies along South Dakota Hight·1ay 45 . The area oA"tends 
north to U.  s. Highway 12 and south to . South Dakota Highway 34 . It 
is npproximately 30 miles wide and 90 miles long {See Oahe Lrea Hap, 
page 7) . The Oaho Unit lie s in o. relatively level, dry sub-humid 
region, having a high percentage of tillabie soil . 
The economy or this o.rea in 1950 uas predominantly agricultural, 
with special empha�is on grain farming and raising or beef cattle . 
�-!heat, oat s, barley, rye , corn, flax, sorghtlllls , and hays were the 
i!Ilportant crops,  with cattle, sheep and hogs the main types of live­
stock raised.  
The average growing season is from 1.30 to 140 days per year . 
Houevor, the length of season varie s considerably as does the tempera­
ture . The average rainfall for the counties of the Oahe .Area ranges 
from 18 to 22 inches annually. 
There were 39 urban settlements within or near the unit in 1949 . 
The population of 32 of the se settlements ranged from six persons to less 
than 1, 000 . Four of the touns uerc bet.ween 1, 000 - 2, 000 and the three 
largest tra.de centers of the area, Redfield, Huron and Lberdeen  had 
.. , 
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2, 655 ; 12, 788; and 21,051 inhabitants respectively. '9/ 
The business establishments of the urban centers were predominantly 
retail in type catering mainly to customers connected with agricultural 
production. Fifteen hundred and twenty-five firms were included in the 
enume�tion. The full time employees of these firms numbered 7, 810 . ani 
pa.rt time 1,328. The volume of business transacted by types of firms 
is included in Table I, Appendix A, page 47. 
B. 12..etermining Justification of Irrigation in .ibg Oahe Unit 
During t�e early stages of investigation of the pos sibilities 0£ 
irrigation in the Oahe Area, it was estimated that approximately 750,000 
acres might be irrigated . This proposal created a need £or several 
studies to determine the physical limitations and economic justification 
of such a development. studies dealing �tith soils, water, climate and 
topography were undertaken to determine the physical desirability, and 
economic studies relating to benefits and costs of ir!igation in this 
unit were made to determine the economic justification of the project . 
Y See Table I ,  page 22, for population of towns in the Oa.he hrea. 
CHAPTER III 
BASIC DATA � ASSUMPTIONS 
A.  Bo.sic Data 
The procedure used in estimating the impact irrigation might have 
upon the commercial activi.ty in the Oahe area, was to compare the 
business economy of that area under pre-irrigation conditions t-rith 
what might be expected !n that same area if irrigation development 
were complete. 
The pre-irrigation commercial economy in 1950 was analyzed from 
data gathered from managers or employees or firms in operatio� at that 
time. The data gnthered relative to each establishment included type 
and location of firm, number or employees type of goods handled or 
services performed, type and adequn.cy or transportation used, volume 
or business , and an estimate of each firm's trade area. 9./ 
The basic data were obtained through personal intervieus of more 
than 11 500 individual business managers or employees in approximately 
40 trade centers of the Oahe Area. 1Q/ These data.· were then tabulated, 
analyzed and prepared in a summary report in 1952. ll/ 
From the analysis of the gathered information it was possible to 
determine several relationships . Some of the most useful are the 
relutionships l:etween population or trade areas and number and types 
<.z/ See Appendix B; pp. 52 - 5.3 ror sa.nipl s of schedules used . 
lQ/ Soe Appendix A, pp. 48- 50 for typical types of businesses 
contacted. 
JJ/ Thompson,1 John, .Pla• g1. 
ot business �irms; population of trade areas and dollar volume of 
business transacted ; between emploYJllent and size and type of firm; 
and between population of towns and· number and type of firms in those 
towns. Census data were used in making similar relationships for the 
Oahe ll:rea, for selected regions or states and for the total United 
States. 
10 
Other useful data were the estimates made of the future number 
and location of farms and processing plants resulting from irrigation 
development in the Oahe Unit . These estimates were prepared by the 
Economics e.nd Repayment Section,. Bureau of Reclamation District Office, 
Huron, South Dakota. 
B .  Assµmntions 
In this study an attempt is mnde to  estimate commercial expansion 
mainly from the anticipated population increase in the area due to 
irrigation. Several other dynamic economic factors influencing future 
business activity such as the amount of per capita expentlable income, 
the spending patterns or customers, efficiency of operation by business­
men, average size of family, and the si�e of ·trade areas . are a.11 held 
constant while the increase in population dua to irrigation is 
estimated. 
From the estimate of population increase it was possible to 
approximate the additional income that may be expected from the pro­
posed development. Future dollar volume es imo.tos wore computed on the 
basis of 1950 price levels. 
11 
After an approximation of the futtl.J;'e business activity has been 
made , based upon the estimated increases in population density and 
income , adjustment to these approximat-ions can be made if necessary in 
accordance with the impact that irrigation may have on the factors 
mentioned above. 
It m�st be emphasized that these assULtptions are not necessarily 
made with the belief that such conditions are apt to occur. Rather 
they arc made as a facilitating measure in dealing with the problem 
of e stimating the increase in population and commercial expansion. 
CHAPTER IV 
ES1'Iltl\.TING INCREASE IN FOI'U!u�TICN FROM IRRIGATION BY 
THE TRADE AREA RJ.T IO FORMUL.i\. 
The procedure used in determining commercial expansion from irriga­
tion development was to e s'timate the rural and urban increase in 
population in trade areas of all shopping centers of the Oahe .A:rea and 
then total the effect of such population estimates on the commercial 
economy of the urban centers � 
In this study the definition of urban population was considered to · 
be the number or inhabitants in each urban settlement regardless of its 
size . The remaining popul.n.tion in the area was considered rural. 
An increase in rural population is expected to result as more farm 
families are needed to opera e more numerous farms being established as 
a result of irrigation. 
The rural increase in population was determined by multiplying the 
average size farm family in South Dakota in 1950, by the additional 
farm families expected after development . W 
The number and location of additional farms that might be expected 
o.s a result of irrigation was derived from farm development studies. 
In these studies farm budgeting factors were used in determining size , 
location, and type of farming enterprise to be und�rtaken. Such factors 
W The average number of persons per farm family in South Dakota 
(3 . 8) was determined by dividing rural farm population in 1950 by 
number of farms in South Dakota in 1950 . 
lJ 
would include classes and location of land and the percentage of land 
that was considered irrieable . A significant change in any or the above 
factors would of course affect the estimated number of farms and con­
sequently alter the resulting e stimates of population and commercial 
expansion. lJ/ 
To determine . the effect of the rural growth on the commercial 
economy it was necessary to consider how the increase in rural popula­
tion would be distributed in relation to the shoppi� centers . The 
amount of increase in rural population in the trade area or areas or 
a selected town will, as is explained below, be the main factor in 
determining the increa se in urban population. W 
Total increase in rural and urban population in the trade areas 
of selected towns was used in determining commercial expansion in 
each shopping . center . 
A. Delineation 9f Trade �� 
I . 
I I ' 
I ' ' . I I I I 
Total rural population for the Oahe Area or for selected tm-ms ' · 
or this area can best be determined after a boundary or boundarie s have 
been established within ,,rhich rural population, actual or e stimated, 
· can be counted. 
Trade areas were thus delineated for each town included· in the -------
W As wo..s stated above , the number or farms after irrigation develop­
ment and their locatio n  were estimated by the Economic s and Repayment 
Section, Bureau of Reclamation District Office , Huron, South Dakota. 
W The effect that the creation of new or additional types of pro­
cessing plants may have on number of urban inhabitants ·was also 
_considered . 
Oahe Irrigation .trrea. 15/ 
The delineation of trade nrea.s for OD.ch town served as n guide for 
determining number of customers for each town . Trade areas wore delin­
eated for each urban center in accordance with the types of establish­
ments and pattern of operation of firms in the selected conters. 
Each busine·ss establishment was classified into one of three 
broad groups : primary, secondary, or industrial-wholesale ., uith trade 
areas delineated for each of these groups. The main reason for 
classifying each establishment into a particular group was to determine 
the type of trade area or nrens that eo.ch shopping center was serving, 
and to compute rural to urban population ratios from the number of 
inhabitants located in the delineated rural and urban nroas� 
The types of business firms tho.t �o nstitute the primary group nre 
establishments handling convenience goods  or performing necessary 
services which can usuo.lly be obtained at relatively lot-T and standard­
ized prices. These goods _or services n.re usually available near the 
home or near the place of employment of the consumer. Typical stores 
placed in this primary group were grocery, drug, cigar, and liquor 
stores,  meat markets, restaurants, barber and beauty shops • . 
The secondary trade area group was e stablished from businesses 
that handled shopping goods or luxury items, or performed services 
of a specialized nature. Customers often attach great importance to 
15/ Towns of the Oahe krea include those within the Unit boundary and 
only those outside .  that are nen.r enough to the proposed irrigation 
areas to be directly affected by the development . See Table I ., P• 22, 
for towns inoludod in this study� 
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the se goods and services thus price and quality are important factors . 
Principal stores 1n this group a�e apparel stores,  building material 
stores, sporting goods stores,  hatcheries, dairies ,  livestock auctions, 
grain elevators, and . financial establishments. 
The industrial-wholesale trade areas were delineated as a result 
of industrial and whole sale business activity. Many of · these firms 
had established out-of-city truck routes to deliver their merchandise. 
Specific types of e stablishments included in the industrial-wholesale 
group were aircraft dealers, construction machinery and heavy machinery 
dealers, trailer house dealers ,  music stores, and taxidermy services. l2/ 
The trade areas were then determined on the basis of these three 
different groups. (See Figures 2, 3 and 4, pages 16 - 18. ) 
The trade area boundaries for each town included in this study 
were esto.blished at what might be called the SO per cont patronage­
breaking-point boundary. Those living within this boundary line wer e  
assumed t o  patronize selacted businesse s  within the trade center 50 
per cent or more of the time while those living beyond the boundary 
line shopped in some other town .a majority of the tiµte, 
Information obtained i'rom busine ssmen pertaining to their trade 
area. was of little value in establishing trade area boundaries. Many 
were aware of the outer limits or their trade area but were uncertain 
as to where the 50 per cent breaking-point boundary might be located. ------
W See Table II in Appendix A ,  pp. 48-50 for the type s  of firms 
typically classified into the primary, secondary, and industrial­
wholesale groups.  Ex:ceptions in classil'ication were ma.de if ti firnt ' s  
operations were more characteristic o f  the co.ndi tions or one of the 
other groups .  
FIGURE ?. PRIMARY TRADE ARE.AS FOR SHOPPING CEN.rERS 
OF THE OAHE L"1RIGA'!':ON .AllEA, 1949 
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Proprietors often thought of trade areas in terms or the ' loca.tion of 
many of their moro distant customers rather than a boundary beyond 
which some other trade center had more · customer-patronage influence ., 
The outer littits of a trade area are important in many cases, but in 
determining the breaking-point between cities · these outer limits are 
not too significant, 
Breaking-point boundaries were delineated mainly through the use 
of a statistical equation called Reilly 's formula. This formula is 
based upon "Reilly ' s  Law of' Retail Grav1ta.tion, " in which population 
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of shopping centers and dis tianco to trade centers a.re the controlling 
factors in determining extent of trade or customer patronage. l1/ The 
formula is derived from tho theory that retail trade between two cities  
\1111 be attracted approximately in direct proportion to  the distance 
frora each town. Consumers arc attracted to larger towns by greater 
assortments or merchnndi·se ,  services and amusements, and repelled by 
the longer trips necessary to reach them. Also consumers travel 
further to buy hi�h-priced than low-priced goods ; nnd upper-income 
families tro.vel fat'ther to shop than louer-income ;families. For 
this ron.son, a toun offering high-priced goods, that appeal to the 
upper-income £3.milies, may expect to attract trade from greater 
distances than e. tol-m whose stores carry lower-priced goods. 
Also taken into consideration were trade area data gathered from 
, l1J If A is one town and B another, the distance from B to the trade 
area boundary is determined from formula 
Distance from A to B ----------11 V'[opulatio,n of A 
Population of B 
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those living in or near the area and factors such as busine ss attractions 
to the city, transportation facilities , .  a.td topographical conditions . 
An important limitation in the delineation of trade areas is that 
no one trade area boundary ca1 be established which will include all 
customer s patronizing o.nd exclude all tho se not supporting a given town. 
Overlapping will generally, i f  not always, occur .  
Ji.fter trade areas for eac.i."1 town were delineated it wo.s possible to 
determine the approximate ruro.1 population in each town ' s  trade area 
by counting population from minor civil division Census estimates.  The 
rural population for tho primnry trade area , of a town, £or example, 
would be the number of people iving beyond the totln limits but within. 
the plotted primary trado a�ea boundary . Tho rural population of the 
secondary trade area would he those living i the area located between 
the city limits and the seco ndary trade area boundary, while the 
number of persons living out side of the city limits and inside of the 
industrial-uholesale rade o.rc:ir boundarie s would be the rural pop�­
tion of the industrial-wholesale . trade area . The to tal trade area 
population would include both rural and urban inhabitants residing 
within the boundary of ench dclineo.ted trade area. W 
All shopping centers i� the area have a primary trade area, but 
all do not have secondary or industrial-wholesale areas.  If a town 
did not have busine ss firms classified in either the secondary or 
industrial-l1holesule group n0i ther secondary nor industrial-wholesale 
trade areo.s were delineated for it . -------
}�/ See Table r ,  P•  22, fer population of t de nr-eaa ot nll towns in 
the Uc.ho Aron. 
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An assumption was made toot the location or each town' s  trade area 
boundary would not change because of �rrigation. It is realized that 
this may not actually be the case, as irrigation development usually 
will affect the trade area of a town. However, by not shifting trade 
area boundaries, while applying the method, one can estimate _ the effec t  
of irrigation development upon the business life o f  the whole area more 
accurately.  Ai'ter thi s  is done trade area boundaries may be altered 
through a process of allocating total commercial growth to individual 
touns . 
The total trade nrea population would· include the rural o.nd urban 
inhabitants within the boundary of each delineated trade area. The 
following table shows the approximate nUlllber of people living in each 
area. 
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TABLE I.  POPUL..'\TION OF THE PRTI'iARY, SECOND.A.RY AND IM:>USTRIAL-WHOLESALE 
TRADE AREAS BY TOlnTS IN THE OAHE IRRIGATION ARR.A., 1949 
Town 
Town Population Primary 
(!2_4fil_ _______ ........---. J 
Total 48, 093 72, 373 
Aberdeen 21,051 25 ,251 
Huron 12,788 15 ,488 
Redfield 2, 655 3 , 755 
Miller 1, 916 4, 186 
Hes . Springs l,45� 3 , 903 
Ipswich 1,058 2,316 
Hoonsocket 1,051 2,414 
Faulkton 837 1, 915 
Hcssington 467 1, 392 
Alpena 426 778 
Holsey .391 1,010 
Frankfort .331 511 
st .  Lawrence 261 401 
Mellette 250 685 
Cresbard 235 628 
Hitchcock 227 707 
Ashton 222 522 
Northville 220 620 
Tulare 212 890 
Orient 206 634 
stratford 164 304 
Harner. 150 .390 
Zell 150 210 
Forest burg 150 410 
Mansfield . 150 280 
Lane 145 .305 
Brentford 132 356 
Bonilla 125 22.3 
Virgil 124 340 
Rockham 113 429 
Vayland 108 140 
Athol 87 263 
Broadland 74 138 
Hiranda 73 128 
Chelsea 41 166 
Mina 29 129 
Burdette 8 60 
· forbeck 7 48 
Hocota 6 48 
Duxbury and Hiway Stations excluded. 
--
Trad� ,i;c�a� 
Secondary 
80,475 
.34,000 
21, 500 
6, 375 
5 ,200 
4, 500 
3,000 
2, 650 
3,250 
Industrial-
Hholesale 
120,000 
75, 000 
45,000 
B .  Development of � Tra� &fill Ratio Formula 
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Uhen the pre-irrigation rural population in each town's  trade area 
or nreas- was deter.mined, ruro.l to urban popula.tion ratios were computed. 
A weighted avero.ge of these ratios,  weighted in o.ccorda.noa. to the popu­
lation of each town in the area, was calculated £or the primary, second­
ary, and industrial-wholesale trade area groupings. 
Such ratios, when applied to the estimated increase in rural 
population, can furnish an estimate of the additional urban population 
that can be expected to be needed to serve the expanded numbers in 
rural arees . 
In computing the rural to urban average weighted ratio for the 
pritlo.ry group only the towns with a delineated primary trade area 
were used as a basis for the ratio calculation. 
The to1-ms having secondary and industrial-who la sale trade Qftt\S 
were excluded because the population or these towns was assumed to be 
· greater than was actually needed to serve the population or their 
.
. 
pritlo.ry trade areo.s .  fl, portion or the urban populatio� or such towns 
vne so established because of services demanded by the . population in 
trade areas other than their primary trade areas . Thus, because 0£ tho 
difficulty of determining uhat part of the urban population or _these 
towns would be necessary to serve only their prima.r:, areas, tolms 
having secondary and industrial-wholesale trade areas were not included 
in computing the average weighted rural to urb n population ratio for 
the primary gl'oup. 
For similar reo.sons the secondary rural to urban population ratio 
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was computed only :Proo· data relative to those towns h·o.ving both primary 
and secondary trade areas .· Touns having industrial-wholesale areas again 
were excluded beco.use of tho problem of dete:r:'mining the number of persons 
in these towns serving the incl.ustrin.1-wholeso.le rural populo.tion.  
Finally the rural to urbo.n ratio for the industrial-wholesale areas 
was estimated only from townn huving all three types of trade areo.s -
primo.ry, secondary, and industrial-wholesale . 
Rural to urban population ratios for each of the se three groups 
were computed·. For every person living in the primary area, approx­
imately one person was living in the urban c�nter ; for every two persons 
living in the secondary nrea1 one was living in urban centers having 
secondary trade areas ; and for every five persons living in the · 
industrial-whole so.le rurµl ureas ,  two were living in towns hc.ving 
industrial-whole sale trade ureas . Thus the weighted primary rt:ril to 
urban population ratio wan approximately one to 1.0 J the secondary 
one to 0 . 5  and for the induotria.1-wholesale it was one to 0.4.  
After the above ratios were co._mputed they were applied to the 
estimated increase in rural population in order that an . approximation 
of urban population growth could be obtained . It was assumed that 
rural to urban population ratios would remain the same after irrigation 
o.s before. 
The procedure used in determining . urban population after irrigation 
is cxplc.ined by using the following chart as an exru:iple of a shopping 
ce nter having o. primary, n secondo.ry, and an industrial-whole sale trade 
FIGURE 5 .  CHA.RT EXEMPLIFYING A SHOPPH!G CEivl'ER HAVING PRIHARY, 
SECONDARY A1'ID HIDUfffRI.AL-HHOLESJU,E TRlillE ABE1'.S 
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The letters on the lower half of the above chart represent the 
following typee of population in thdr respective trade areas : 
U = urban population before irrigation (Bureau of Census) . 
u1 : urban population after irrigation (to be determined) . 
P = primary r\U'al population before irrigo.tion (Bureau of Census 
Reports by Minor Civil Divisions) . 
(Figure , oontinued on next page. ) 
pl :a primary rural popu1ation after irrigation (P I- Bureau of 
Reclamation additional farm estimates x 3 . R . The average size farm 
family in South Dakota = 3 .,  8) . 
S = population in the secondary rural area before irrigation. 
(Bureau of Census by minor civil divisions . )  
sl = population in the secondary rural area after irrigation 
(S f Bureau of Reclamation e stimates of additional farms x 3 . 8) . 
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D-J = population of iw1uatrial-whole sale rural area before irriga­
tion (Bureau of Census) , 
n-11 s population of i ndustrial-wholesal:,e rural area after irriga­
tion (IH f Bureau or Rec. t.umtion estimates of additional farms x 3. 8) . 
\. 
From the available type of data above it is possible to set up a 
ro.tio formula. to determin- the urban population after irrigation· develop­
ment (ul) f'or any partLu.1m' town. 
The following formulas have been set up to reflect the expected 
urban population of the tnms having trade areas that are entirely 
included in the Oahe Unit, ns well as the urban popula�ion of the 
trade centers where only a portion of their areas are located in the 
unit . As the rural popuhtt ion of a town t s trade areas increase a 
. rclo.tive increo.se in its  urban population can be computed using the 
rural to urban trade area ratios .  Thus towns like Aberdeen and Huron 
,.,ith only a portion of their trade areo.s located in the Oahe Unit uill 
��t realize as large a percentage increase in their population as those 
toHns , the trade areas of ·which nre located exclusively in the proposed 
unit . 
For a shopping center havine a prima.!'y, a secondary, and an 
industrial-wholesale area, the followi1;1g fC'rmula can be applied : 
ul = u I- fj, u ratio X ( pLp.l7 .;. [s, u ratio X (sl-s)) .;. liu, u 
ratio X (:mL:ru.l/. 
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For a town having a primary and a secondary trade area, with no 
industrial-wholesale area the formula can be modified and applied thus : 
ul = u f /J, U ratio x (Pl-p.)] I- [.s, U ratio x (sl-s.l/. 
And for a trade center with only a primary trade area the formula 
would merely be : 
ul = u /- [P, u ratio x ( pLp.l7. 
The application of the above formula. will give a preliminary 
estimate of the urban population which may be expected after irrigation 
development in the rural trade areas of selected towns . To these pre­
liminary estimates also must be added, the increase in urban population 
and the multiplying effect of this increase resulting from the estab­
lishment of new types of processing plants or other types or firms not 
in existence bef'ore development . ._ 
C. A!mlyJ.ng :t.h£. Trade Area Ratio formµ}.§ 
The basio idea of the above trade nren ratio formula was applied in 
estimating the urban population after irrigation f'or each town included 
in the Oahe Area.  These estimates are prepared in Table II, pages 29 -
33 . 
Using Aberdeen as an example for demonstrating the application of' 
the formula, one oan trnce the method for determining the increase in 
urban population o.s follows : 
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It can be noted that bef a ·c irrigation the urban population was 
21 , 051 .  To this must be added the primary rural to  urban ratio factor, 
1, multiplied by the additional rural primary population, 663 . This 
produ�t is 663 . Also to be included is the product of the secondary 
rtlj,�al-urban ratio o . ; ,  multiplied by the additional population of the 
secondary rural trade aroa, 3 i 064, which equals 1, 532. .And finally, 
one must also include the prod ict derived by multiplying the industrial­
wholesale-rural-urban rutio 1 0�4,  by the additional industrial-wholesale 
rural trade area population, 7 1 112 . This amounts to 2, 845. 
Thus 21,051 ,f 66.3 f 1 1 532 f 2, 845 • 26.,·091. This total, 26,091, 
is the estimated urban p�puL�tion of Aberdeen after irrigation based 
only on the ratios appliGd to the additionn.l rural population. The 
increase in urban population as mentioned previously, due to new 
processing plant employment und the population multiplying effect 
. expected therefrom, wlll be r:tdded to this total . 
TABLE II . . ESTIMATEl> RURAL AND URBAN POPULATION CHANGES BY TRJ.DE AREA, DUE TO ADDITIONAL 
F ARr'I .POPULATION ANI'ICIPATED AFTER IRRIGATION DEVELOH1IENT IN THE QA.HE UNIT J/ 
Towns Having Pri- Populntion Ldditional Additional Population 
ma.ry, Secondary and Before Irr!gation Farms From Po:eulation ltrter Irr!gation 
Industrial-Hholesale Urban lb.n-al Trade Irrigation lhra.l Urban Urban Trade 
Trade .Areas y 'JI .Area W Development j/ pj y � Area '1/ 
Aberdeen (Total) 21,051 5,040 26, 091 
Primary 4, 200 25,251 173 663 66J 30,954 
Secondary 12, 949 .34,000 000 3,064 1, 532 42, 104 
Ind. Hhsle. 5.3� 949 75,0'00 11 857 7, 112 2, 845 87, 152 
Huron (Total) 12,788 7, 246 20 210.34 
Primary . 2,700 15,488 413 1, 582 1, 582 241 316 
Secondary 8,712 21, 500 1, 270 4, 864 2,432 33� 610 
Ind. Whale. 32,212 45,000 2, llO 8,081 3 , 232 6o, 327 
Towns Having Primary, 
Secondary Trade Areas 
Redfield (Total) 2,655 2, 999 5,654 
Primary 1,100 3, 755 . . . 343 1,3]4 1,314 8, 068 
Seco� .3,720 6,375 800 3,370 1,685 12,744 
Miller (Total) 1,916 2, 888 4, 804 
Primary 2, 270 4,186 500 1,915 1,915 8, 989 
Secondary .,;, 284 5,200 508 1, 946 973 10,034 
W. Springs (Total) 1,453 278 1, 731 
Primary 2,450 3, 90.3 45 172 172 4, 353 
Seoondary 3,047 4,500 55 211 106 4, 989 
Ipswich (Total) 1,058 525 1,583 
Primary 1, 258 2,.316 110 421 421 3 ,262 l\) 
Secondary 1,942 .3,000 54 207 104 .3, 732 
'° 
T .. IBLE II ( cmrr HJlffiD) • ESTIMATED RURAL AfID URD.AN roPUL!l.TION CH.'\NG� DY TRADE AREA, DUE TO 
ADDITIONAL FAR-I IUPULATION AlITICIPATED llFTER IRRIGATION DEVELO FNENI' IN THE O.tUill UNIT J/ - -
Towns Having Population Additional Additional Population 
Primary and Before Irr;igation Farms From J:!oEulation J,.fter Irrigation 
Secondary Urban Rural Trade Irrigation Rural Urban Urban Trade 
Trade Areas y 'JI i\rea lJ Development � §/ 'JI � Area 3/ 
Hoonsocket (Total) 1,051 140 1, 191 
Primary 1,363 2,4]1+ 23 88 88 2, 642 
Secondary l, 599 2,650 27 103 52 2, 893 
Faulkton (Total) 837 1,373 2,ii 210 
Primary 1,078 1,915 172 659 659 3,947 
Secondary 2,413 3 , 250 373 1,,42.9 714 6,052 
Towns Having Only 
Primary Trade Areas 
Wessington · 467 925 1, 392 335 1, 28.3 1, 28.3 1,750 :3, 958 
Alpena 426 .352 778 39 149 149 575 1,076 
.., � '  
Holsey I 391 619 1,010 58 222 222 613 1,454 
Frankfort 331 180 511 24 92 92 J;}.J ·695 
st. Lawrence 261 140 401 88 337 337 598 1,075 
Mellette 250 435 685 :U..6 S59 55? 009 1,803 
Cresbard 2.35 39.3 628 245 9.38 9.38 1,173 2, 504 
Hitchcock 2';:/ 480 707 190 728 728 955 2, 163 
llshton 222 300 522 51 195 195 417 912 
TADLE II (COliTINUED} . ESTilL'lTED RUW� AND URBJ:N POPULLTION C H!J,;GIS BY TR!J)E 1'..REA, DUE TO 
.iIDDITI01'11U, F:tRI·-I POPULATION 1�-JTIC IPATED AFTER IRRIGATION DEVELOPi-fil1'iT IN THE 0.1lliE UNIT l/ 
Towns Having Population 
Only Primary Before Irrigation 
Trade Areas Urban Rural Trade 
21 lirea lt/ 
Northville 220 400 620 
Tulare 212 67S 890 
Orient 206 428 634 
Stratford 164 140 304 
Uarner 150 ,240 .390 
Zell 150 60 210 
Forestburg 150 260 410 
lfunsfield I 150 130 280 
Lane 145 160 305 
Brentford 132 224 356 
Bonilla 125 98 223 
Virgil 124 216 340 
Rockham ll3 316 429 
Vayla.nd 108 32 140 
·-
Additional 
Farms From 
Irrigation 
Development 2f 
109 
331 
17 
3 
128 
4 
3 
34 
30 
0 
51 
18 
25 
107 
Additional 
_PoJ?,ulo.tion _ 
Rural Urban 
y JI 
417 417 
- ,,.., ,, 
8 .L, .c,o 1, 268 
65 65 
,: -:.  1 'l jJ. .;;,,,,4 
490 490 
15 15 
11 11 
130 130 
ll.5 ll5 
0 0 
195 195 
69 69 
96 96 
410 410 
Popul:l.tion 
}.fter Irrigat!2B 
Urban Trade 
y Area 9./ 
637 1,454 
l,4SJ 3,426 
271 764 
175 -.,.,, ;)�0 
640 1,370 
165 240 
161 432 
280 540 
260 535 
1:32 356 
320 613 
19.3 478 
209 621 
518 960 .... 
TADLl� II  (COllrIHUIID) . FSI'IHJ\TED RURhL ./\.J[) URDJ..N POPlJLJ�T IOH C lEKGES DY TRiillE 1.REil , DUE TO 
./J)DITIO NAL Fl�! FO PULATION �·J-rl'ICIPATED !§TER IRRIG.�TI01·! DEVEI.O HIEhT IN THE O.'JiC UHIT 1/ --
Towns Having Population .Additional .1ddi tional Population 
Only Primary Before Irrigation Fnrms From _loEula.tion .ilfter Irrigation 
Trade Areas Urban Rural Trade Irrigation Rural Urban Urban Trade 
y � 1'.rea W Development 2/ y 'J} N _  Arca 9} ·  
Athol er, 176 26.3 34 1.30 1.30 217 523 
Broadland 74 64 138 30 ll5 ll5 189 368 
Miranda 73 55 128 12 4.6 46 119 220 
Chelsea 41 125 166 12 46 46 87 258 
Mina 29 100 . 129 9 34 34 63 197 
Burdette 8 52 60 45 172 172 180 404 
lbrbeck 7 41 48 0 0 0 7 48 
.. 111 .. 
Uecota. 6 42 48 
·. 
10 38 38 44 124 --
Total 48,093 24,2&:>JQ/72,373 ll/ 3,967 'J:Q/ 15,190.JQ/28,865 76,958 116,428JJ/ 
l/ These estimates only include the effect that an increase in rural population uill have upon 
urban population growth. .Additional population needed in connection with the operati o n  of new 
types or processing plants or new types of retail service or wholesale firms, established because 
of irrigation, nre not included in these estimates but taken into account in Table IV , p. 41. 
'2/ Bureau of Census Population Reports 1950 (preliminary estimates) . 
JI Estimated trom Bureau or Census Population Reports by Minor Civil Division 1950 . 3stimated 
for delineated trade areas. lz/ Urban population before irrigation (!/) plus rin-al population before irrigation Cl:/) . 
(Footnotes continued on next page . )  
· · 
\,J 
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Tii.DLE II  (COllI'HIUED) . :STiliATED RURAL .:UID URDAf� FO?ULATIOlT C H!i.tGES BY TR!.D:C !.REi .. s DUE TO 
/J)DITIONAL F./.R·I IDPULATIOH :J-;TIC IP/�TED !.FTER IRRIG.�TI01'! DEVELOI'i IZtiT IN THE O.:'J-IE UlITT l/ 
=============================:::-:::=:- -- --- -
2f Bureau of' Reclrunation estimates obtained by dividing budget form sizes by knd classes into 
irrigable land in each land class . 
g/ Additional farms (It/) multiplied by 3. 8J (estimated average nuniuer of persons per family in 
South Dakota, 1950) . 
1/ The total additional urban population of each town is the summation of the results obtained 
after applying the rural to urban trade area population ratios, to the estimated increase in 
rural populo.tion. All figures in this column other t.hnn the totnl for each town are estimates of 
number of inhabitants that each center may have o.s a result of the additional rural population in 
its respective trade areas. The ratio applied to these rural estim.:1.tes were 1 : 1 for the primary; 
1:5 for the secondary; and 1:.4 for tho industrial•uholesale trc.de area population. 
� Total urban population before irrigation (JI) plus totnl additior.ial urban population after 
irrigation (g/) • 
9/ Trade area population before irrigation (;/) plus total additional urban popull\tion (§/) 
plus additional rural populatio'n or each respective trade area (.5./) . 
'JQ/_ Includes only rural primary population. 
W Urban plus rural primary population. 
\.,.) 
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CH!:.PTER V 
:CSTii1�TING THE ADDITIONAL POPULATION i\UT Il-IDIC1�T:8D 
THROUGH THE USJI: OF THE TR!:.DE AREA RATIO FORI:IULA 
Jt. Ne ., Industrj._g.]: �l���t 
After the estimated total trade area population mts obtained by 
using the pre-irrigation ratios ,  an e stimC\te was made of the additional 
population that will be co nnected with new types of processing plants . 
The clryland ratio formula orJ.y reflects what population might b� 
expected if the rural-urban population relationship after irrigation 
,.rere the same as before . 
The agricultural economy of the area in 1949 uas predominantly 
grain farming and ranching , uith the bulk of grain and livestock 
products being shipped to other areas for processing . 1 Tith irriG�tion 
a more intensive type of agriculture can be expected. Hany of the pro­
ducts grown under irrigation are the type adaptable for local processing. 
It is therefore assumed that a large portion of such processing will be 
carried on in the area . 
1:..dditional employment created from the establishment of new types 
of proce ssing plants would thus tend to bring about a Larger ratio of 
urban population to toial population than existed before irrigation. 
Fersonnel associated with such firms as sugar beet plo.nts, ca. m1ing 
factories 1 and alfalfa dehyquation plants therefore would not be 
reflected through the use of the ratios used and thus must be treated 
separately. A factor considered in estimating the number, size and 
location of the se plants was the anticipated supply of raw materials 
that such plants require for operation.  For ins�nce , it was assumed 
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that alfalfa dehydration plants will be built in areas particularly 
adaptable to the growing of alfalfa. Land development studies uere used 
as the basis for determining the quantity and quality of such land. l')/ 
Another factor taken into consideration was the typical scale of 
operation of similar types of plants in other irrigated areas, where 
the climate , seasons , soils, etc. , are not significantly different from 
what may be expected in the Oahe .Area . 
For the purpose of simplification, part .time employment was 
co nverted into what might be considered the full time equi va.lent . This 
wus done by multiplying the number of seasonal employees by the percent­
c.ge part of the year that was generally considered the seasonal opera­
tional period for a given type of plant. 
Table Ill was prepared to show the estimated number, type and 
employment of processing plants based upon the above factors. 
TABLE III ,  ESTIMATED NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES BY TYPES OF PROCESsnn PLANI'S, 
CONSIDERED FEASIBLE IN THE OAHE AREA .tlFTER IRRIGATION DEVEU)PBENT l/ 
'.fne of Plant 
Fluid Hilk 
Creameries 
Hilk drying plants 
&lgar baet factories 
Canning factories 
:J.fulfa dehydrating plants 
?otato storage centers 
Cold storage locker plants 
Totals 
Number of 
Plants 
3 
4 
1 
2 
1 
8 
30 
-2... 
55 
Number of .Elnployees 
of Plants 2/ 
24 
.32 
30 
.300 
340 
u.a 
217 
12 
1., 103 ________________ , _______________ _ 
1/ Estimated by the Bureau of Reclamation. 
Y Include s full time equivalent or pa.rt time help • . 
l2/ The se estimates  of number, types, and employee s  of new processing �knt s were prepared by the Bureau or Reclamatien with slight revisions 1 n eoployee e stimates due to the conversion o f  part time uorkers to the full time equivalent . 
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B .  Populat12ll Multiplring Effec� lpduced 12:I .lim[ Industrial ll}nployment 
As the processing plant employees ·bocome established in the area one 
can expect that the income which they spend for goods and services will 
give rise to an additional group of firm employees to provide such goods 
and services . This additional segment of firm employees will .in turn 
become customers which a.gain will necessitate greater employment. Thus 
it can be expected that the employment of the new types of processing 
plQnts ,  because of their e,�enditures, creates a multiplying effect on 
the number of additional employees. 
An attempt to determine the extent of this population multiplying 
effect has been mnde by estimating the eA'J)endable income of t�e employees 
and the effect that such eA1)enditures have on employment .  
An assumption was made that the average· processing plant employee 
would spend approximato.ly 02, 800 per year. 'llJ/ ·  It was estimated that · 
the employees  of new processing plants would number 1, 10.3 . (Table III . ) 
Thus tho total expendable income of th0 employees of the processing 
pln.nts uould be approximately (>3 1088,400 . A further �ssumption uas 
that this total expenditure will be for the same types of goods and 
services as the goods and services  purchased in 1950, or under the pre­
irrigation economy, with the follouing exceptions: purchases of agri­
cultural goods or services, construction equipment, a.nd wholesale and 
� ':{'his income was based upon tho United states average annual earn­
i�.g s ,  (� 2, 865 ,  per full time industrial employe:e in 1949 o.s reported by 
tno Depurtment of Commerce in Survey of Current Business, July, 1950, 
.�o.blo 26, p.  22. The sum of sh..-ty-five dollars uas subtracted from the · , 2 ,  865 as the estimated amount that would be spent on direct taxes and 
,,ithheld in the form of savings. 
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ir.dustrial items probably would not be made directly by the additional 
employees or their families.  
From data gathered in the Ca.he Area in 1950, an employee to total 
volume of business relationship was computed . It wa.s found thnt an 
84,645 , 089 dollar volume of' business uas transacted with 5, 512 full time 
and 1,042 pa.rt time employees . 'lJ/ If this relationship holds true 
cfter irrigation, an estimated additional expenditure of $3,088,400 
\Tould necessitate an increase of 198 full time and 38 part time employ­
ees . W Converting the po.rt time employment into tho full time 
equivalent an estimated 210 full time employ�es would be needed as a 
re sult of the expenditures of the processing plant employees. 2)/ 
Thus fnr then, it has been estimated that 210 additional employees 
will be needed to serve the 11 103 processing plant employees . Likewise , 
if the same proportional number of persons are needed to e.erve the 210 
as the l, 103 processing plant employees, · 40 additional workers can be 
expected . These 40 employees would in turn require the services of 
eight workers and finally the eight may be served by only two . W 
In summary then, the toto.l multiplying effect on population, result­
ing from the expenditures of the processing plant employees and subsequent 
�orkers, would give an estimated total additional employee figure of 
1 , 363 . ( 1, 103 f 210 f 40 f 8 t 2 . ) ------
21/ Thomnson1 John, .2l2• cit. p. 55.  W 3,QOS,go = 3 6% x (5t512 :;  198 ·full time) 84, 645,089 • " (1,042 = 38 part tii}ie) 
W It was assumed that three part time workers would spend the equiv­
:ile nt of one full time employee . Thus 198 full time plus (J/3 of 38 part 
tine )  or 12. 7 = approximately 210 full time employees. 
� This is a multiplying reducing factor of 19 per cent ,  
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As was stated earlier., employee expenditures would probably not be 
made for agricultural goods or services, construction equipment, or 
wholesale or industrial items . Indirectly, houever, a significant in­
crease in industrial and wholesale purchases can be expected as retc.il 
sales increase due to the purchases by the additional employees considered 
above . Many or the large industrial and wholesale suppliers are located 
outside of the Oahe Area, thus only a portion of the additional retail 
purchases would increase tho business volume of such firms in the Oahe 
Unit . Po ssibly the rnost significant uhole sale purchases will be in food 
purchases . In 1950 almost all of the grocer.ies purchased by retailers 
were supplied by wholesale food distributors located in the Oahe Area. 
An estimate of the additional employees needed in the wholesale 
grocery distribution, · as a result of this segment of employees, was 
arrived at in the following mn.nncr. The total estimated earnings of 
the 1,363 employees at �;2, 000 per year is �l.3 , 816,400. or this total, 
it is estimated that 20 . 7 per cent uill be spent for groc�ries � or 
approximately {) 800,000 will find its way . to wholesale grocers (allow­
ances being made for retail marl::ups) .  From data gathered in the Oahe 
Area it was found that for approximately 03.3,000 of wholesale business 
transacted., one person uas employed in wholesale firms. .Again, if this 
same relationship exists after irrigation development, one can eA'J)ect 
that an extra 25 whole sale employees will be needed as a result of the 
above increase of {, 800,000 in wholesale grocery business (�) 800 ., 000 
divided by 33,000) . 
� Per cent of total per capita consumer expenditures for groceries 
in the United states in 1949, Chamber of Commerce of the U . s. , Domestic 
Distribution Deportment, Distribution Hewsletter No . 15 1 October 16, 
1950 , p .  6 .  
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Other wholesale and industrial establishments in the area will abo 
undoubtedly be effected by the expenditures . of these e;�rn employee8, 
but to a iesser degree than the wholesale grocers. Tt-10 - reasons ac�ouJ1t. 
for this thinking. One is that the trade area of many of the industrial 
and wholesale firms extends far beyond the limits of the Go.he !:..rea in 
many cases .  Thus the impact of only a small per cent of  the income of 
1, .363 employees on the total operation of such firms would be relatively 
slight .· .Also as uas previously mentioned, many of the industrial and 
wholesale �irms handled items not commonly purchase� by employees of 
firms. Thus, for these reasons, it is assumed that the number of addi­
tional employees for the industrial and wholesale firms, other than the 
wholesale grocery employees, will be less than the 25 estimated for 
grocery wholesalers. 
Finally, adding the 1 , .36.3 employees, the 25 wholesale grocery 
employees and less than 25 for other industrial wholesale employees, 
a total or appro:dmately 1,400 employees is obtained. This estima.te 
then is the result of the direct and indirect effect of the additional 
processing plant personnel on total employment. 
The total increase in trade area population from the 1,400 employees 
was estimated by multiplying this number by nn assumed family size of 
3 . 2 .  2:f?J This total population, 4,480, resulting from the establishment 
or the new plants can then be added to the trade area population esti­
mated from the trade area ratio formula. giving a total estimated trade area 
population of the Oahe P.rea after irrigation of l20, 90C .  (116,428 f 4,480) 
2!J/ The family size of 3. 2 uas based on number o .  urbo.n persons per 
households of all ages in the United States in 1951, u. S. Census of 
population. It was also assumed that there would be one housohold for 
GVOl'J' ful.1 time employee .  
CHAPTER VI 
COUHERC IJJ., EXP 1U,!SIOM 
In the preceding chapters almost all the emphasis was placed on 
estimating the increase in population of the Oahe Area as a result 0£ 
irrigation. This was done in the belief that from such an estimate it 
would be possible to approximate the additional dollar volume of business 
that might be expected after the area is developed. · This again is con­
tingerrt upon on several as sumptions . One assumption is that there is 
a. direct  relationship between the number of inhabitant s  in the trade 
.../ 
areas of a given town or group of towns and the dollar volume of business 
transacted in the se towns, and thn.t this relationship uill not change 
with irrigation development . Another assumption is that the buying 
pattern of  the customers of the firm�_ in the area will not change 
significantly after irrigation is introduced in the area . 
From data gathered of the pre-irrigation economy 72,373 inhabitants 
were counted living in the primary trade areas of the towns or the Oahe 
Area. A business volume of 0161,469, 342 was calculated for selected 
i'irms within these towns . This is an average of 0 2, 2.31 .07 per person 
in the trade areas . Then if the increase in trade area population as 
a result of irrigation is  48, 535, as was estimated in the previous two 
chapters, the total increase in dollar volume of business may be ex­
pected to be ()1081 284, 870 . This i s  an appro:,cinm.te increase of 67 per 
cent in trade area population o.s uell as dollo.r volume of business  in 
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the nrea . (Table IV) 
TfJ3LE IV. ESTJMATED INCREASE IN FOPULATION AND VOLUHE OF BUSINESS 
TR.1\HSACTED RESULTING FROH IRRIGI .. TION DEVELOPME11T IH THE OARE UNIT 
·l3ef Ol'e JJ:'ter 
-----....---.---------------------- ___ T..._ri....a:C.-i'"'"g.iOi,.1,oLr.-i w.O.w.P---I .. r.;_...rigat .. iaw..n....__T_p...,c ....... ;raa.ae_ 
Total Population (Oahe Unit) 72,373 120, 908 . 48,5.35 
Dollar Volume 0£ Business * 0161,469, 342 $269,754, 212 $108, 284, li?O ------------------------- -------
* Estimates are for selected business @I in t.ow�s of the Oc.he Area, 
B .  _mcol'!Qm,ic Effect s .ftMulting from §.!l .Increase in Po2ula.tion 
� YolU;!Ile of Busines..s Transag_�e.d 
To determine just what effect the dollar increase in business  
volume would have on the commercinl economy such as  on the nUlllber,  types 
or quality of fi rms in the area is highly specuJJttive . One can look to 
other irrigated areas and observe what has transpired, but even then it 
is impossible to knou just wha.t part irrigation has played in bringing 
about the changes . A proposition that doe s  seem logical is that the 
towns having the greatest percentage _increas e in their trade area 
population, as a result of lrrigatio n  development, will enjoy the largest 
relative increase in commercial expansion.  Table II, pages 29-33, might 
be used a s  an indication of the commercial growth of each toun if it 
expands in relation to the increase in population of its trade areas. 
The percentage increase in trade area population or increase in dollar 
volume might be applied to the commercial activity of a selected toun in 
several ,rays . The additional dollo.r volume may be absorbed by the estab­
lished firms of a town, or new busine ss establishments ·to.ay be built to 
handle the increased trade . Allocatio n of the total e stimated increased 
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volume to the various towns and firms within a town can be accomplished 
in accordance with the relative change_ in each town t s trade area popu­
lation. Transportation improvements may however alter the trade area 
ooundarie s favoring the larger trade centers at the e::�ense _or the 
smaller towns . 
CHAPTER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of' this study is to estimate the· commercial 
expansion from irrigation development of' the Oahe Unit . Such estimates 
can only be made under certain simplifying assumptions because of the 
many dynamic factors associated with irrigation and influencing economic 
growth. 
Several economic factors such as  the spending pattern of' consumers, 
•-I 
family income and expenditure, and average size of' family were assumed 
to be the same after irrigation development as before. It was also as­
sumed that the aeneral economic level of living would remain as it was 
in 1950 . Adjustments to the prel im�nary estimates can be made in 
accordo.nce with one 's  vie·ws on the impact that such £actors may have OJ+ 
the considered economy. 
In order to arrive at the extent of commercial expansion, estimates 
of' future population were made . · As more people settle in the irrigated 
areas of the Oahe Unit, total income can be expected to increase 
stimulating business activity. It was assumed that the relationship 
between population and business activity would be the so.me after irri­
gation development as before . Thus , after the incre�se in farm population 
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resulting from irrigation was determined it was possible to estimate 
the amount of business activity expected from the economic ·change . 
The procedure used in estimating the number of inhabitants in the 
Oahe Area, after irrigation development, was to compute rural to urban 
population ratios from the existing economy in 1950, and apply such 
ratios to the estimated rural population expected from irrigation . The 
estimated rural population after development uas ba.sed upon the expected 
number of farms in the aren. . Those farm estimates were prepared from 
farm budget studies carried on by the Economics and Repayment Section, 
Bureau of Reclamation District Office, Huron, South Dakota . 
In order to compute rural to urban population ratios it was neces­
sary to delineate trade o.rens for ea.ch town, so that the number of 
customers patronizing each town, and extent of customer patronage, 
could be determined . These trade areas were delineated using primarily 
the population of the trade centers , the distances between the towns 
a:oo the types of firms in each town as determinins factors • 
. After the population of the proposed irrigation area was estimated 
from the population ratios, necessary adjustments were made of these 
estimates trucing into consideration the employment that can be expected 
from the neu types of industrial nctivity and the population multiplying 
effect that such employment has on additioml workers .  
The total population after irrigation was thus estimated and the 
percentage increase in population was: multiplied by the pre-irrigation 
business volume to determine the additional volume. The product of 
this computation is the commercial expansion that may be expected as a 
result of irrigation in the Onhe Unit under the assumptions used. 
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Pro-rating this additional business volume to the tow�s, or firms 
l'1ithin the towns, can be accomplished in a.ccordance uith the relative 
changes in trade nrea population. Houever, other economic influences 
such as transportation facilities ,  new inventions, innovations, and 
changes in social values should be considered in such an allocation 
procedure. 
B .  APplicatiQD of Method to Other Areas 
In devising a method for estimating commercial expansion resulting 
from irrigation development of the Oahe Unit, the possible use of the 
techniques in other areas was considered. 
The type of area where the method devised in this study should be 
most applicable would be o,ne having o.n established farming and business 
community. The techniques used in this study were designed to show t�e 
commercial efrects resulting from conversion  of a developed dryland 
agricultural economy, to nn irrigated and dryland economy. 
More adjustments in the method would be necessary in estimating 
commercial effects from irrigation tor an undeveloped area, than in 
one where the agricultural economy has already been establisho.d. 
APPEEDIX A 
TABLES I AND II 
TABLE I .  THE DOLLAR VOLUME OF BUSINESS BEFORE AND 
AFTER FROFOSED IRRIGATIOi'T D2VE:OPME11r BY TYPES 
OF BUSINESS f lI\C·t3 IN THE OAaE UNIT 
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---------- -� �,�, - �.- ----. -�. ·�1 -w· 1.; ......._, r_·_, .. �a· ---� -- �·-- · -�- -----,_-'"' ________ ___ 
_____ .....,.� _______ ...._.__. · -·-- ---------
V211Yne of Businoss  
Type of Business Estimates After - 1949 Dovalo:2z:ient 
Total 0161,469, 342 !)269, 754, 212 . 
Grocery & Related Services 14, 150, 208 2.3 , 639, 70.3 
Eating & Drinking 6, 217, 929 10, .387, 8.34· 
General Herchandise 11,413, 119 19, 067,051 
Apparel 4, 523 , 697 7, 557,405 
Furniture , Appliances 3 ,085,384 5, 154, 522 
Automotive 15 , 084,459 25, 200,487 
Lumber, Hardware 6,745, 16.3 ll,268, 644 
Drug and Drug Sundries 1,678, 062 2, 80.3,4J4 
Second Hand stores 237 ,000 .395, 938 
Machinery & Heavy Equipment 7, 914,608 13 , 222J 348 
- Agricultural 24,043 , 5.31 40, 167,744 
Other Retail 5, 120 , 1.35 8, 553, 829 
personal Service 2, 536, .340 4, 237, 275 
Business Services 9,945, 945 16 ., 615, 95.3 
Transportation Service 2, 315, 000 3 , 867,498 
Repair Service 1,592, 648 2,660, 077 
Hholesale 38, 103 , 911 63, 657, 379 
Industrial 6, 762, 203 11, 297,111 
TABLE II . TYPES OF BUSINf:SS ESTABLISHl·iENTS TYPICALLY CLASSIFIED 
IN THE PRIMl'JlY, SECOMJLRY, AND Il'I)USTRIAL-UHOLES.ALE GROUPS 
---------;=============��:---_____ -___ �-----
Barber Shops 
Beauty Shops 
Beer Parlors & Bars 
Primary Groug 
Blacksmith, Machine Shops , Helding & Generator Repair 
Candy, Nut, Confectionery Stores · 
Cigar Stores, Snokers Supplies &. Hews Stands 
Department Stores ,  General Herchandise store s & Dry Goods 
Drug stores 
Drug store Sundries & Home Remedios 
Fruit , Vegetable Markets 
Funeral Directors 
Garages,  Repair Shops, & Body Shops 
Gas Stations 
Gift, Novelty, Books & Stationery stores 
Grocery Stores 
Ice Cream Stores 
Laundrie s & Laundromats 
Liquor Stores 
Lunch Rooms & Refreshment stands 
Meat Markets 
Pool Halls , Bowling Alleys , Club !rooms , &. Dance Halls 
Re staurants & Cafeterias 
Shoe Repair & Shoe Shine 
§econqary Groi.m 
Adjustment & Credit Companies, Collection Agencies 
Air Conditioning, Heating, Sheet Metal Service 
Appliance stores 
Auto &les  & Truck Sales 
Banks 
Building Haterials 
Car Accessorie s 
Cement 
Children' s Clothing Stores 
Cleaning, Dyeing, Pressing & Alterations 
Coal, Hood, Fuel 
Dairy � Dairy Products 
Electrical Equipment 
Electrical Hiring 
Farm Implements, .All Machinery 
Federal Financial Establishments 
Floor Covering, Sewing Machines, Vacuum Cleaners & Other Homo 
Furnishings 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) . TYPES OF BUSINESS EST1J3LISHNENTS TYPICALLY 
CLASSIFIED IN THE PRD'1.ARY, SECONDARY, LlID INDUSTRIAL-HHOLESALE GROUPS 
Secondary Group 
Flour, Feed, Seed Establishments 
Frozen Food Lockers & l1eat Processing 
Furniture 
Furniture Repair 
Furriers, Fur Shops 
General Apparel Stores 
Grain Elevators 
Hardware 
Hatcheries 
Insulation & Lightening Rods 
Jewelry Repair 
Jewelry Stores 
Job Printing 
Livestock Auctions 
Locksmith 
Luggage ,  Leather Goods,  Harness Shops 
Lumber 1 & Hood Products 
Ment s Clothing 
Millinery Stores 
Office  Equipment, Stationery & Supplies 
Paint , Gla ss & Hallpaper 
Plumbing,  Sheet Netal, Heating & Air Conditioning Equipment · 
Printing, Publishing & Book Binding 
Produce Creamerie s  & Cream Buying 
Radiator Repair 
Radio Repair 
Radio Sales 
Shoe & Boot stores 
Sporting Goods 
· Theaters 
Tire Repair 
Variety stores 
Hell Digging 
Woments Clothing 
�dustrial-Hholesale Group 
Bakeries  & Bakery Products 
Bottling Companies 
Building & Contractors, Cement & Tools 
Florists 
Foundries  
Ice Hanufacturers 
Hiscellaneous 
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TADLE II (CONTINUED) . TYPES OF BUSINESS EST.tillLISB1 IENTS TYPICALLY 
CLASSIFI:SD IiT THE PRTI-.JARY, S:CCOliDARY, AND UIDUSTRI1:.L-lTHOJ.ES1� GROUPS 
----- ===..:.::· =====:-:-::.::=========---===== 
Industrial-Hholesale Groun 
Photographic studios 
stone , Clay, Sand, Gravel Products 
Hater Softeners 
Uoodworking, Clay &. Plaster 
Automotive Stores 
Barbers Supplies 
Beer & Beverage Distributors 
Bulk Oil Stations C: Propane Gas Compo.nics 
Confectionery 
Dairy Products 
Electrical Equipment stores 
Hardware,  Impleinents, Paint & Glass 
Heating & Plt.unbing 
Office & School Supplies 
Radio Supplies 
Sporting Goods 
Tires 
lTelding Equipment 
Hholesale Food Distributors 
Wood Products 
·-
APPEHDIX B 
SAl-IPLC OF SCHTIDULES USED 
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RETAIL, WHOLESALE, MID SERVICE SCHEDULE 
Confidential 
Town -------- ------------------------ Code No . ---------
I.  Name or business -----·-----------------
Type of business -----------------·------
" 
II.  fuployees including management-Full time (40 hrs. )_Part time _ 
III . Goods handled 
Transportation Approximate 
Source of Used · Annual Volume 
Type of Goods Goods (Towii Per cent Rail-% Truck-% of Goods Sold 
1 .  
__ ,___ _ 
2.  
3 .  
-----
-- ------· 
------
-----n[')ol-
-----
_____ ...,.. 
IV. Services Performed 
Type of Service , 
Approximate Dollar Volume 
from Type of Service 
Approximate total volume of business ______ Total Services _____ ___ 
V .  Is Transportation Adequate Rail ----------
If not, why ___ _ 
Truck 
VI . Approximate trade area in miles -- N_s_E_U_ City Only __ 
VII. Comments (Changes Contemplated, etc. ) 
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INDUSTRIAL EST.l\BLISHMENT SCHEDULE 
Confidential 
I .  Location ------------------------
Name of Plant -------------- . Code No. -----
Type of Plant ------------------- �---
II. Chief Kinds of Good Manufactured 
Total 
Volume Sales 
Goods Produced Volume (0 ) 
Destination of 
Goods (City) 
Transporta­
tion Used· 
&11�% Truck-% 
III. Principal Kinds of· Material Used 
Source of 
Material Materials ( City) 
IV. Adequacy of Transportation Used 
Transportation Used 
Rail-% Truck-% 
Rail-% --------- Adequate ______ Inadequate -------
Truck-% -------- Adequate ___ Inadequate __ 
V. Employees Including Management 
Full time (40 hrs. ) ------·-------·--·--­
Part time ----·--------------------
VI . Comments (Contemplated Changes,  etc. ) 
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